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QUICK WINS GUIDES

STEP-BY-STEP GUIDES

Quick Wins
for your End of Support
Every software product has a lifecycle. Knowing key dates in a program’s 

lifecycle can help you make informed decisions about the products your small 

business relies on every day. This guide helps small businesses understand 

what end of support is, why it is important to be prepared and when to update, 

upgrade or make other changes.

cyber.gov.au cyber.gov.au

Quick Wins
for your Portable Devices
Mobile technology is an essential part of modern business. While these devices 

may be small, the cyber threats associated with transporting them outside 

of the office are huge. This guide helps small businesses understand what 

represents a portable device, why it is important to manage their usage and 

who is responsible for keeping data secure.

Quick Wins
for your Website
Small businesses account for over 95 per cent of all businesses in Australia. 

Whilst 72 per cent of small businesses have a website, only 36% check for updates 

every week, with websites increasingly being targeted by cyber criminals. 

These three quick wins will help small businesses with websites protect their 

money, data and reputation.

cyber.gov.au

Step-by-Step Guide

Backing Up & Restoring 
Your Computer
(For Mac)

cyber.gov.au

Supplemental 
Guides
For more cyber security 
measures to help keep 
your business safe, refer 
to our Small Business 
Cyber Security suite 
at cyber.gov.au

Supplemental Guides
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Foreword
This guide has been developed to help small 
and medium businesses protect themselves 
from the most common cyber security incidents� 
A cyber security incident can have devastating 
impacts on a small business�

At the Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC), 
we see the impact of cyber security incidents 
each and every day, on individuals, small 
businesses and large companies�

We recognise many owners and operators of 
small and medium businesses don’t have infinite 
time or resources to dedicate to cyber security� 
However, there are simple measures that a 
business can introduce to help prevent common 
cyber security incidents�

Our Small Business Cyber Security Guide has been 
specifically designed for small businesses to 
understand, take action, and increase their 
cyber security resilience against ever-evolving 
cyber security threats� The language is clear, the 
actions are simple, and the guidance is tailored�

For an overview of cyber security basics, this 
guide is an excellent place to start� If you want 
to improve your cyber security further, you 
can find more information and advice on 
the ACSC website at cyber.gov.au� 

Abigail Bradshaw CSC 
Head of Australian Cyber Security Centre

The Commonwealth Bank is proud to partner 
with the Australian Cyber Security Centre (ACSC) 
to deliver this Small Business Cyber Security Guide 
to help small businesses manage their cyber 
security incidents� 

Both our organisations see the impact of cyber 
security incidents each and every day� 

We recognise that many owners or operators 
of small businesses don’t have the time or 
resources to dedicate to cyber security� It is 
important that Australia’s small and medium 
businesses understand their cyber security risks 
and what they can do to protect themselves, 
their customers and their suppliers� 

The enclosed ACSC’s Small Business Cyber Security 
Guide has been specifically designed for small 
businesses to understand and practice the 
best way to combat cyber security threats� 

For tips on keeping your banking safe visit 
commbank.com.au/safe� 

Keith Howard 
Chief Information Security Officer, 
Commonwealth Bank

THE ACSC IS HERE TO HELP MAKE 
AUSTRALIA THE SAFEST PLACE 
TO CONNECT ONLINE.

The Australian Cyber Security Centre 
(ACSC), as part of the Australian Signals 
Directorate (ASD), provides cyber security 
dvice, assistance and operational 
responses to prevent, detect and 
remediate cyber threats to Australia�
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Cyber Threats: 
Key Areas

Small Business Cyber Security Guide

For a small business, even the smallest 
cyber security incident can have 
devastating impacts.

This section is designed to help small businesses 
stay alert and prepared� It identifies and explains 
the most common types of cyber threats and 
what you can do to protect your business�

PROTECTING
your money, data

& reputation
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What?  Unauthorised software 
designed to cause harm
Malware is a blanket term for malicious software 
including ransomware, viruses, spyware and trojans.

Why?  Disrupt� Damage� Deceive�

Malware provides criminals with a way to access 
important information such as bank or credit card 
numbers and passwords�

It can also take control of or spy on a user’s computer� 
What criminals choose to do with this access and data 
includes:

•  Fraud

•  Identity theft

•  Disrupting business

•  Stealing sensitive data or intellectual property

•  Siphoning computer resources for wider criminal activity

Who?  Anyone, anywhere

Malware creators can be anywhere in the world.

All they need is a computer, technical skills and malicious 
intent� Criminals can easily access cheap tools to use 
malware against you�

Criminals cast a wide net and go after the most vulnerable� 
Through implementing cyber security measures and staying 
alert to threats, you can protect your business from being 
the easy target�

Malicious Software
(Malware)

Automatically update 
your operating system, 

software and apps

Regularly back up 
your important 

data

Train your staff 
to recognise suspicious 
links and attachments 

PROTECTING 
AGAINST 

MALWARE
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What?  ‘Dodgy’ emails, 
messages, or calls designed to 
trick recipients out of money 
and data

Criminals will often use email, social media, 
phone calls, or text messages to try and scam 
Australian businesses.

These criminals might pretend to be an individual 
or organisation you think you know, or think you 
should trust�

Their messages and calls attempt to trick 
businesses into performing specific actions, 
such as:

•  Paying fraudulent invoices or changing 
payment details for legitimate invoices 

•  Revealing bank account details, passwords, 
and credit card numbers (sometimes known 
as ‘phishing’ scams, cybercriminals can mimic 
official branding and logos from banks and 
websites to seem legitimate)

•  Giving remote access to your computer or server

•  Opening an attachment, which may contain 
malware

•  Purchasing gift cards and sending them 
to the scammer

Where?  Emails, Social Media, 
Phone Calls, Text Messages

Phishing scams are not limited to emails� They are 
increasingly sophisticated and harder to spot�

Be cautious of urgent requests for money, changes 
to bank accounts, unexpected attachments, and 
requests to check or confirm login details�

Visit scamwatch.gov.au to report a scam�

Who?  Australian Businesses

Scam messages can be sent to thousands 
of people, or target one specific person.

However, there are common techniques that 
criminals will use to try and trick your staff� Their 
messages might include:

•  Authority: Is the message claiming to be from  
someone official or someone senior in the business?

•  Urgency: Are you told there is a problem, or that 
you have a limited time to respond or pay?

•  Emotion: Does the message make you feel 
panicked, hopeful, or curious?

•  Scarcity: Is the message offering something in 
short supply, or promising a good deal?

•  Current events: Is the message about a current 
news story or big event?

Scam Messages
(Phishing)

If you think a message or call might truly be from 
an organisation you trust (such as your bank or a 

supplier) find a contact method you can trust.

Search for the official website or phone their 
advertised phone number. Do not use the links 

or contact details in the message you have 
been sent or given over the phone as these 

could be fraudulent.

CARD

123 456 78

Scam Emails

SCAM@LINK.COM FEELING 
UNSURE?

cyber�gov�au 7
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Ransomware

What?  A type of malware that 
locks down your computer or files 
until a ransom is paid

Ransomware works by locking up or encrypting your 
files so that you can no longer use or access them� 
Sometimes it can even stop your devices from working� 
Ransomware can infect your devices in the same way 
as other malware� For example: 

•  Visiting unsafe or suspicious websites

•  Opening links, emails or files from unknown sources

•  Having poor security on your network or devices 
(including servers)

Why?  Money

Ransomware offers cybercriminals a low-risk, high-reward 
income� It is easy to develop and distribute� Ransoms 
are typically paid using an online digital currency or 
cryptocurrency such as Bitcoin, which is very difficult to 
trace� Also in cybercriminals’ favour, most small businesses 
are unprepared to deal with ransomware attacks�

Who?  Small, medium and 
large businesses

Small businesses can be particularly vulnerable, 
as they are less likely to implement cyber security 
measures that could help prevent and recover 
from ransomware�

NEVER PAY A RANSOM

Paying a ransom does not guarantee a victim’s 
files will be restored, nor does it prevent the 
publication of any stolen data or its on-sale for 
use in other crimes. It also increases the likelihood 
of a victim being targeted again.

If you experience a ransomware incident 
and require support, call the ACSC’s 24/7 
Hotline on 1300 CYBER1 (1300 292 371).

Irrespective of the decision to pay a ransom,  
victims are encouraged to report ransomware 
incidents to the ACSC at cyber.gov.au. Sharing 
information about incidents helps to protect 
other Australian businesses.

PREVENT AND RECOVER 
FROM RANSOMWARE

CARD

123 456 78

$

Regularly backup your important data

Automatically update your operating systems, 
software and apps

Where possible, require multi-factor 
authentication to access services (page 12)

Audit and secure your devices (including 
servers if you have them) and any internet 
exposed services on your network (Remote 
Desktop, File Shares, Webmail). Discuss this 
with an IT professional if you are unsure.
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Software 
Considerations: 
Key Areas
Managing your software, data, and online 
accounts can drastically increase your 
business’ protection from the most common 
types of cyber threats.

For example, your operating system is the most 
important piece of software on your computer� 
It manages your computer’s hardware and all its 
programs, and therefore needs to be updated 
regularly to ensure you are always using the 
most secure version�

Improve resilience, stay up to date and stay secure 
with these software considerations for small 
businesses�

PROTECTING
your money, data

& reputation
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If your hardware or software is too old it may 
be unable to update and could leave your 

business vulnerable to security issues.

The ACSC recommends upgrading your 
device or software as soon as possible.

As of 2020, Windows 7, Microsoft Office 2010 
and Windows Server 2008 have reached 
end of support and are no longer secure.

For more information, read the ACSC’s 
Quick Wins guide for End of Support 

available at cyber.gov.au

NOTE:

Small Business Cyber Security Guide

Automatic Updates

AUTOMATIC
UPDATES

What?  Software Updates
An update is an improved version of software 
(programs, apps and operating systems) you have 
installed on your servers, computers and mobile 
devices� An automatic update is a default or 
‘set and forget’ system that updates your 
software as soon as one is available�

Why?  Security

•  Keeping your operating system and applications 
up-to-date is one of the best ways to protect 
yourself from a cyber security incident

•  Regularly updating your software will reduce 
the chance of a cybercriminal using a known 
weakness to run malware or hack your device

•  Saving you time and worry, automatic updates 
are an important part of keeping your devices 
and your data safe

When?  Today & everyday

•  Turn on automatic updates, especially for 
operating systems

•  Regularly check for updates if automatic updates 
are unavailable

•  If you receive a prompt to update your operating 
system or other software, you should install the 
update as soon as possible

•  Set a convenient time for automatic updates 
to avoid disruptions to business as usual

•  If you use antivirus software, ensure automatic 
updates are turned on

10
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 ̂Certain industries have obligations to keep records for specific periods of time� 
Make sure you are aware of your data retention requirements�

Automatic Backups

Backup Complete

What?  Data backups

A backup is a digital copy of your business’ most 
important information e�g� customer details and 
financial records� This can be saved to an external 
storage device or to the cloud�

An automatic backup is a default or ‘set 
and forget’ system that backs up your data 
automatically, without human intervention�

Safely disconnecting and removing your backup 
storage device after each backup will ensure it 
remains secure during a cyber incident. 

Why? Simple recovery

•  Backing up is a precautionary measure, so 
that your data is accessible in case it is ever lost, 
stolen or damaged

•  Allows your business to recover from a cyber 
incident (such as ransomware) and minimises 
downtime

•  Protects credibility of your business and helps 
to meet legal obligations^

When? Today & everyday 

•  Choose a backup system that’s right for 
your business. Consider what you can afford 
to lose in a worst case scenario to help guide 
requirements such as how often you backup 
your data

•  Test your backups regularly by attempting 
to restore data 

•  Always keep at least one backup disconnected 
from your device, preferably at an offsite 
location in case of natural disasters or theft

•  Do not connect your backup to devices that 
are infected with ransomware or viruses

cyber�gov�au 11
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What?  A security measure that 
requires two or more proofs of 
identity to grant you access
Multi-factor authentication (MFA) typically 
requires a combination of:

•  something you know (password/passphrase, 
PIN, secret question)

•  something you have (smartcard, physical token, 
authenticator app) 

•  something you are (fingerprint or other biometric)�

Why?  Significantly more 
powerful security

MFA is one of the most effective ways to protect 
against unauthorised access to your valuable 
information and accounts�

The multiple layers make it much harder for criminals 
to attack your business� Criminals might manage to 
steal one proof of identity such as your password, 
but they still need to obtain and use the other proofs 
of identity to access your account�

Where?  Accessing important 
accounts

Small businesses should implement MFA on important 
accounts wherever possible, prioritising financial and 
email accounts� Some MFA options include, but are 
not limited to:

•  Physical token

•  Random pin

•  Biometrics/ fingerprint

•  Authenticator app

•  Email

•  SMS

Multi-Factor Authentication
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People 
and Procedures: 
Key Areas
Businesses, no matter how small, need 
to be aware of and consciously apply 
cyber security measures at every level.

Your internal processes and your workforce are 
the last, and one of the most important lines of 
defence in protecting your business from cyber 
security threats�

Given small businesses often lack the resources 
for dedicated IT staff, this section addresses how 
you can manage access to information in your 
business, secure your business accounts, and 
train your staff how to prevent, recognise and 
report cyber security incidents�

PROTECTING
your money, data

& reputation
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What?  Managing who can 
access what within your business’ 
computing environment
Access control is a way to limit access to a 
computing system� It helps protect your business 
by restricting access to:

Why?  To minimise risk 
of unauthorised access to 
important information

Typically, staff do not require full access to all 
data, accounts, and systems in a business in 
order to perform their role�

This access should be restricted where possible, 
so that employees and external providers do not 
accidentally or maliciously endanger your business� 

Access control systems and procedures allow 
a business owner or operator to:

•  Decide who should access certain files, 
databases, and mailboxes

•  Control any access permitted to external 
providers e�g� accountants, website hosting 
providers

•  Restrict who has access to accounts such as 
supplier websites and social media

•  Reduce potential damage if any accounts, 
devices, or systems are compromised 

•  Revoke access to systems and data when an 
employee changes roles or leaves the business

Who? Principle of least privilege

Depending on the nature of your business, the 
principle of least privilege is the safest approach 
for most small businesses�

It gives users the bare minimum permissions they 
need to perform their work� This also reduces 
the risk of an ‘insider’ accidentally or maliciously 
endangering your business�

Small Business Cyber Security Guide

Access Control

•  Files and folders
•  Applications
•  Databases

•  Mailboxes
•  Online accounts
•  Networks

ACCESS CONTROL PRINCIPLES

Transition your employees from ‘Administrator’ 
accounts to standard accounts on business devices

Review access permissions on digital files 
and folders

Do not share accounts or passphrases/ 
passwords between staff

Remember to revoke access, delete accounts 
and/or change passphrases/passwords when 
an employee leaves, or if you change providers

14
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What?  A more secure 
version of a password

Multi-factor authentication (MFA, see page 12) 
is one of the most effective ways to protect your 
accounts from cybercriminals� However if MFA is 
not available, then you should use a passphrase 
to protect your account�

A passphrase uses four or more random words 
as your password� For example, ‘crystal onion 
clay pretzel’�

Why?  Secure and easy 
to remember

Passphrases are hard for cybercriminals to crack, 
but easy for you to remember�

Create passphrases that are:

•  Long: The longer your passphrase, the better� 
Make it at least 14 characters in length�

•  Unpredictable: use a random mix of unrelated 
words� No famous phrases, quotes or lyrics�

•  Unique: Do not reuse passphrases on multiple 
accounts�

If a website or service requires a complex 
password including symbols, capital letters, 
or numbers, you can include these in your 
passphrase� Your passphrase should still be long, 
unpredictable and unique for the best security�

Where?  Your accounts 
and devices

If you are unable to use MFA on an account 
or device, it is important to use a passphrase 
to stay secure� In these situations, a secure 
passphrase may be the only barrier between 
adversaries and your valuable information�

Remember to make your passphrases unique, 
as reusing a password makes it easy for a 
cybercriminal to hack multiple accounts�

For more advice on creating passphrases, 
see the ACSC’s Creating Strong Passphrases 
guide available at cyber.gov.au

Passphrases

CONSIDER 
USING A 

PASSWORD 
MANAGER

Password managers (which can also be used to store passphrases) enable good cyber 
security habits. Having a unique passphrase for every valuable account may sound 
overwhelming; however, using a password manager to save your passphrases 
will free you of the burden of remembering which passphrase goes where. 
Ensure that any password manager you use comes from a trusted and reputable 
source and is protected with its own strong and memorable passphrase.

cyber�gov�au 15
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Employee Training

CYBER SECURITY AWARENESS TIPS

 Train your staff to recognise suspicious 
links and attachments

Provide updated cyber security training 
on a regular basis

Create a cyber security incident response plan

Encourage a strong cyber security culture

 Share examples of scam messages to help 
staff identify cyber security threats

What?  Education to protect 
your staff and business against 
cyber threats

Teach yourself and your staff how to prevent, 
recognise and report cybercrime.

Train your employees in cyber security basics, 
including updating their devices, securing their 
accounts, and identifying scam messages�

You should also consider implementing a cyber 
security incident response plan to guide your business 
and your staff in the event of a cyber incident�

This will help you understand your critical devices 
and processes, as well as key contacts that you 
can use to respond and recover�

Why?  Employees can be the 
first and last line of defence 
against cyber security threats

Training can change the habits and behaviour 
of staff and create shared accountability in 
keeping your business safe�

Cyber security is everyone’s responsibility.

When?  Regular cyber security 
awareness and training

Cyber security is continuously evolving.

Keeping everybody up to date on cyber security 
threats could be the difference between whether 
or not a criminal gains access to your money, 
accounts or data�

“ Teach yourself “ Teach yourself 
and your staff and your staff 
how to prevent, how to prevent, 
recognise recognise 
and report and report 
cybercrime.”cybercrime.”
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Software Considerations

     Automatically update your operating 
systems, software and apps

          •   If you receive a prompt to update your 
operating system or other software, you should 
install the update as soon as possible

          •  Set a convenient time for automatic updates 
to avoid disruptions to business as usual

     Regularly backup your important data

          •  Test your backups regularly by attempting 
to restore data

          •  Always keep at least one backup disconnected 
from your device

     Enable MFA on important accounts 
wherever possible

           •  MFA is one of the most effective ways to protect 
your valuable information and accounts

          •  Prioritise financial and email accounts for 
maximum effect

People and Procedures

     Manage who can access what within 
your business

          •  Use the principle of least privilege for access 
permissions

          •  Remember to delete accounts and/or change 
passphrases/passwords when an employee 
leaves

     Where MFA is not possible, use passphrases 
to protect accounts and devices

          •  Passphrases use four or more random words 
as your password

          •  Passphrases are most effective when they 
are long, unpredictable and unique

     Train your staff in cyber security basics

          •  This may include updating their 
devices, securing their accounts, 
and identifying scam messages

          •  Provide updated cyber 
security training on 
a regular basis 

Summary Checklist
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Glossary

Antivirus Software
A software program designed to protect your computer or 
network against computer viruses�

App
Also referred to as a mobile application, an app is a term for 
software that is commonly used for a smartphone or tablet�

Attachment
A file sent with an email message�

Authenticator App
An app used to confirm the identity of a computer user to 
allow access through multi-factor authentication (MFA)� 

Biometrics
The identification of a person by the measurement of their 
biological features, e�g� fingerprint or voice�

Bitcoin
A digital currency (cryptocurrency), used on the Internet 
for various services�

Brute Force Attack
A type of attack that generates millions of character 
combinations per second� They are effective against short 
or single word passwords�

Cloud
A network of remote servers that provide massive, distributed 
storage and processing power�

Cybercriminal
Any individual who illegally hacks a computer system to 
damage or steal information�

Data
Data is information including files, text, numbers, pictures, 
sound or videos�

Default Settings
Something a computer, operating system or program has 
predetermined for the user�

Dictionary Attacks
A type of attack that generates millions of 
potential 
attempts based on rules and databases� 
These are effective against less complex 
and commonly used passphrases�

Encryption
The process of making data unreadable 
by others for the purpose of preventing 
others from gaining access to its contents�

Network
A collection of computers, servers, mainframes, network 
devices, peripherals, or other devices connected to one 
another to allow the sharing of data�

Operating System
Software installed on a computer’s hard drive that enables 
computer hardware to communicate with and run computer 
programs� Examples: Microsoft Windows, Apple macOS, 
iOS, Android�

Software
Commonly referred to as programs, collection of instructions 
that enable the user to interact with a computer, its hardware 
or perform tasks�

Spyware
A program designed to covertly gather information about a 
user's activity on their device�

Token
A secure code generated by a physical device or authenticator 
application for use during multifactor authentication� A token 
may also refer to the physical device generating the secure 
code which are small enough to fit on a keychain or are 
shaped like a credit card�

Trojans
A type of malware that is often disguised as legitimate 
software, but contains malicious code used by 
cybercriminals to gain access to users' systems�

Virus
A program designed to cause damage, 
steal personal information, modify data, 
send email, display messages or a 
combination of these actions�

Small Business Cyber Security Guide
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Disclaimer.

The material in this guide is of a general nature and should not be regarded 
as legal advice or relied on for assistance in any particular circumstance or 
emergency situation� In any important matter, you should seek appropriate 
independent professional advice in relation to your own circumstances�

The Commonwealth accepts no responsibility or liability for any damage, 
loss or expense incurred as a result of the reliance on information contained 
in this guide�

Copyright.

© Commonwealth of Australia 2021�
With the exception of the Coat of Arms and where otherwise stated, 
all material presented in this publication is provided under a Creative 
Commons Attribution 4�0 International licence 
(www�creativecommons�org/licenses)�

For the avoidance of doubt, this means this licence only applies to material 
as set out in this document�

The details of the relevant licence conditions are available on the Creative 
Commons website as is the full legal code for the CC BY 4�0 licence 
(www�creativecommons�org/licenses)�

Use of the Coat of Arms.

The terms under which the Coat of Arms can be used are detailed 
on the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet website 
(www�pmc�gov�au/government/commonwealth-coat-arms)�

cyber�gov�au 19
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For more information, or to report a cyber security incident, contact us:
cyber�gov�au  |  1300 CYBER1 (1300 292 371)�


